VICTORIA’S SECRET
LIGHT BOX ASSEMBLY GUIDE
FOR MODELS:
LBT80D-V3

(free-standing)

LBT80S-V3

(free-standing)

LBT96D-V3

(free-standing)

LBT96S-V3

(free-standing)

LBW80D-V3

(wall-mount)

LBW80S-V3

(wall-mount)

LBW96D-V3

(wall-mount)

LBW96S-V3

(wall-mount)

phone - 614-239-5200

800-288-1191

Video Tutorial Code

fax - 614-231-7281

VICTORIA’S SECRET
CRATE CONTENTS

Hardware Kit

Top Cabinet (96” box)

Cabinet (80” box)
(w/ Power Supplies)

Hinge Covers

Bottom Cabinet (96” box)
(w/ Power Supplies)

Raceway

Base

Gusset

(for free-standing light boxes only)
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VICTORIA’S SECRET
ASSEMBLY

Lay cabinets flat on the floor or table surface making sure not to scratch paint. Connect
Top Cabinet and Bottom Cabinet (for 96” tall light box) using supplied hardware (det. 1)
Next, attach Hinge Covers to sides, top, and bottom using supplied hardware (det. 2)

det. 1

det. 2

Place base on floor in desired location for the light box. Orient cabinet assembly
vertically and drop onto base, aligning holes in bottom of cabinet with holes in the
base (det. 3) Drop provided bolts down through aligned holes and tighten to secure

det. 3

det. 4

Now secure gusset to back side of cabinets, running supplied hardware through
pre-cut holes in cabinet (for Free-standing boxes only) (det. 4)
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ASSEMBLY

Wall-mounted light boxes are affixed to wall through pre-cut pilot holes in back side of
cabinets. Please use FPR #12 Self-Tapping Metal Screws for mounting

Now, be sure to connect all electrical jumpers from panel to panel to ensure full illumination of light box (det. 5) Also plug power supplies into base connector (det. 6)

det. 5

det. 6

Now place Raceway cover into position over power supplies and secure using provided nuts. Final step is to plug main power cord into back side of base, move light box
into position and then plug into wall outlet
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VICTORIA’S SECRET
GRAPHIC INSTALLATION

Apply Black Plastic Stiffener to top of Printed Graphic, aligning with die line, using
pre-applied double stick tape (det. 7)

Apply Stiffener Here

Printed Image

det. 7

Then mount Graphic to top of light box, running metal Pins through holes in Stiffener
and into plastic bushings in lightbox. Close covers to secure (det. 8)

det. 8

Any excess printed image can be trimmed off along the bottom horizontal to fit into
bottom cover. Please ensure image is flat and straight. Make adjustments to smooth
image, if necessary
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VICTORIA’S SECRET
LIGHT BOX MODEL TYPES

LBT96S-V3

LBT80S-V3

LBT96D-V3

LBT80D-V3
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VICTORIA’S SECRET
LIGHT BOX MODEL TYPES

LBW96S-V3

LBW80S-V3

LBW96D-V3

LBW80D-V3
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